
Lake Conservation Committee and Grievance Redressal Committee Meeting   

Venue: STP office, Lake NMK, Rajendra Nagar, Ranga Reddy district 

Date & Time: 6
th
 March, 2014 at 10:30 am  

 

Members Present are placed as annex – I. 

 

The Senior Social Development Specialist of World Bank, Officials of APPCB and other stakeholder 

members attended the meeting.  The committee members were appraised about the roles and 

responsibilities of the committees.  The gist of the discussions is as follows: 

 

Solid Waste Management in KIE: 

 Mechanism for prevention of the solid waste dumping in the Kattedan Industrial Estate (KIE) 

was discussed. 

o The representative from local community informed that, chemical dumping is being 

continued in the KIE area. 

o The representative from the Sukuki Exnora (NGO) informed that, door to door 

collection and segregation are the key issues in the Solid Waste Management 

followed by sending it to the MSW dumpsite.  Further, the local community shall 

need to be vigilant on those who are dumping and need to bring it to the notice of the 

authorities. 

o The Commissioner APIIC informed that, they have established door to door 

collection system and has a contract with GHMC for lifting the collected waste.  It is 

noted by them that, most of the solid waste is being dumped by outsiders during night 

times clandestinely. 

o The committee members suggested for keeping check posts at all the entry points into 

the KIE area.  The Commissioner APIIC assured that necessary action will be 

initiated after discussing with the KASSMA and other stakeholders at the earliest. 

 

Waste Water Management of the water entering into Lake NMK and STP: 

 The Commissioner APIIC informed that as per the GIZ study, the water generated from the 

KIE area is very less and waste water from the upstream private industrial area is more. 

 EE HMDA informed that industrial waste water is being released intermittently into the 

drains thereby disturbing the functioning of the sewage treatment plant. 

 The representatives from the neighbourhood community informed that, the waste water 

discharged by the plastic recycling industries is also entering into the lake without any 

treatment and causing pollution. 

 The representative from Kattedan Small Scale Manufacturers Association (KASSMA) 

informed that the water polluting industries from KIE have been shifted. The industrial waste 

water from G.Katttedan area which is a private industrial estate in the upstream of KIE is also 

flowing into Katedan KIE.  Hence this  need to be regulated. 

 It was informed to the committee that, under the project the upgradation of the STP from 

4MLD to 10MLD is being taken up. The project is in the process of engaging a consulting 

firm for studying the waste water characteristics, requirement of pre-treatment facility and 

upgradation of the STP with in the given space. The committee will be informed on the 

findings of the study as per the progress. 

 The Regional Officer APPCB informed that, APPCB is not issuing CFO/CFE to the 

industries in KIE area because of 111 G.O. However, complaints are regularly being attended 



and action on the industries that are polluting is taken on case to case basis.  Further, in KIE 

the industrial activities are regularly changing without any information, as the plot owners are 

sub-leasing the site to other manufactures frequently.  It is getting tough to verify the 

activities of the industries.  The KSSMA shall take active role and inform such changes on 

monthly basis to the APIIC and APPCB. 

 The Regional Officer APPCB suggested to establish a pre-treatment facility in the KIE area 

with the partnership of entrepreneurs in KIE area on similar lines as was carried out for 

Nacharam and Mallapur Industrial Area. 

 The representatives from SOUL informed that, the lake water body may not be encroached. 

Fixing of FTL drawings for lake NMK were given to the APPCB and based on which the 

fencing work is finalized.  Answering to the query raised by SOUL, the representative of 

HMDA informed that, M/s. RV Consultants who have been engaged for fixing the FTL of 

lakes will be mobilized at the earliest to fine tune the FTL marking given by irrigation 

department. 

 The representative from ANGRAU informed that, if the lake is treated to B category, then the 

water will be fit for irrigation purpose as well.  The initiative of placing the Grievance 

Redressal boxes is applauded and also welcomed. 

 

Other issues discussed: 

 The committee members requested for placing the maps and other details in the website. 

o It was informed that, the project website is being regularly updated where most of the 

information is available.  If, any other information is missing the issue will be taken 

up for placing the same in the website.  Further, formal public consultation meetings, 

informal meetings with the community and stakeholders, distribution of fliers are 

being carried out regularly. 

 

  



Annexure – I: 

Members Present: 

World Bank 

SMT. SANGEETHA KUMARI, SR. SOCIAL 

DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST 

APPCB 

DR. W G PRASANNA KUMAR, SSS  

SRI. M PRAVEEN KUMAR, EE, RR-I, RRD 

9866776746 

SRI. D PRASD, MES, 9177303234 

SMT. SUDHA POLENI, SCO, 9959606475 

HMDA 

J KRISHNA RAO, EE  9849909794 
IRRIGATION 

SRI. R RAMA RAO,  AE, 9989930596 

APIIC 

SRI. JACOB C K RAO APIIC-IALA, 8466915832 

KSSMA 

SRI. SHEORAJ SINGH  

SRI. RAJESH AGARWAL 9908877771 

GHMC 

SRI. K SRINIVASA RAO, ADDL. CHIEF 

CITY PLANNER9963550510  

SRI. R VENKAT REDDY, CITY PLANNER, 

S.ZONE 9704333829 

ANGRAU  
Dr. PRABHU PRASADINI 9848011332 

NGO & CIVIL SOCIETY: 

SRI. CHAKRI SOUL 9441208232 

Dr. LUBNA SARWATH SOUL 7396474478 

MAJ. SHIVA KIRAN, SUKUKI EXNORA, 

9849047827 

NEIGHBOURHOOD COMMUNITY 

SRI. K YADAIAH, ANANDH NAGAR   

SRI. M KUMAR YADAV, BUDWEL RAILWAY 

STATION, 9490315457 

 


